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THE TIME PROJECT: TIMING AND SOUND IN

Musical Microrhythm (2017–2022) studied micro-
rhythm; that is, how dynamic envelope, timbre, and
center frequency, as well as the microtiming of a variety
of sounds, affect their perceived rhythmic properties.
The project involved theoretical work regarding the
basic aspects of microrhythm; experimental studies of
microrhythm perception, exploring both stimulus fea-
tures and the participants’ enculturated expertise; obser-
vational studies of how musicians produce particular
microrhythms; and ethnographic studies of musicians’
descriptions of microrhythm. Collectively, we show that:
(a) altering the microstructure of a sound (‘‘what’’ the
sound is) changes its perceived temporal location
(‘‘when’’ it occurs), (b) there are systematic effects of
core acoustic factors (duration, attack) on microrhyth-
mic perception, (c) microrhythmic features in longer
and more complex sounds can give rise to different
perceptions of the same sound, and (d) musicians are
highly aware of microrhythms and have developed
vocabularies for describing them. In addition, our

results shed light on conflicting results regarding the
effect of microtiming on the ‘‘grooviness’’ of a rhythm.
Our use of multiple, interdisciplinary methodologies
enabled us to uncover the complexity of microrhythm
perception and production in both laboratory and real-
world musical contexts.
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W HEN JAZZ GUITARISTS WANT TO PRODUCE

more ‘‘laidback’’ sounds, they play with their
fingers rather than with a pick. When a pro-

ducer wants a rhythmically floating feel, s/he chooses
a bass sound with a muffled onset over one with a clearly
articulated attack. Musicians in all styles and genres
make these performance decisions all the time, as they
intuitively know that changing the nature of the attack
of a sound changes its rhythmic properties, as well as
how the sound will blend/align with other sounds in the
musical texture. For the examples just given, these
choices involve sounds whose moment of occurrence
will be later in time than an alternative guitar note
played with a pick or a bass sound with a percussive
attack. That is, although both the fingered and picked
guitar sounds might physically start at the same moment
in time (as would be seen in an audio file or DAW), they
are not perceived as starting at the same time.

This review paper summarizes the results and lessons
learned from a collaborative, interdisciplinary, and sys-
tematically comparative research project (the TIME pro-
ject) on how the microstructure of sounds affects their
perceived rhythmic properties on higher levels. This
inquiry emerged from an earlier collaborative research
project on rhythm and groove in the context of digital
music production (Danielsen, 2010), which made it clear
that, while onset timing is important regarding the feel
and the shaping of groove, it is but one factor. In addi-
tion, another motivation was our awareness of musicians’
strong interest in as well as their highly developed
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language for microrhythmic nuance, which invited more
genre-specific investigations of ways of shaping feel and
groove beyond onset timing. We assumed that research
into such genre-specific interactions of different micro-
rhythmic aspects would also benefit our understanding
of what is not genre-specific and would illuminate
generic aspects/constraints on micro-level auditory
perception.

In particular, we became interested in the perceptual
interaction between the sonic features or ‘‘what’’ aspects
of a sound, such as, attack shape, frequency content,
intensity, etc., and the basic perception of the same
sound’s ‘‘when,’’ that is, its location and sense of align-
ment with other sounds. We were also curious about
effects of listener’s particular musical enculturation in
this regard. Accordingly, the core questions of the TIME
project were: (a) how do sonic parameters influence
a sound’s perceived temporal position, (b) how do sonic
parameters influence the tolerance (Johansson, 2010a)
for the temporal location(s) of rhythmic events in
a beat-based musical context; that is, our sense that two
or more sounds are simultaneous, and (c) in metered
music, how is the beat shaped and perceived in different
music/cultural contexts? We hypothesized that sonic
parameters would influence the listener’s perception
of temporal relationships at the micro level of rhythm;
in short, that the ‘‘what’’ would influence the perception
of the ‘‘when’’—and that it would do so differently in
different musical genres.

The project team investigated these questions using
a combined multidisciplinary and cross-cultural
approach that is unique in research into rhythm and
timing. Through perception and performance experi-
ments, qualitative interviews with musicians and pro-
ducers, and analyses of their music, we compared five
musical genres and their corresponding communities of
practice for which rhythm is a key aesthetic marker:
jazz, samba, electronic dance music (EDM), contempo-
rary R&B/hip-hop, and traditional Scandinavian folk
music. Two aspects make these genres particularly sui-
ted to systematic, comparative investigation of how
sonic parameters influence beat perception. First, a reg-
ularly recurring matrix of beats is a basic structure in all
of them. Second, although groove is to varying degrees
part of the discourse of the different genres, they are all
‘‘groove directed’’ in the sense that their musical pat-
terns and ways of performance are or have been asso-
ciated with dance and a ‘‘pleasurable urge to move’’
(Câmara & Danielsen, 2018; Janata et al., 2012).

This paper aggregates the principal results and meth-
odological underpinnings of an otherwise dispersed
array of published research, allowing for the derivation

of certain higher-level implications.1 We begin by
reviewing and clarifying the core concepts of perceptual
centers (P-centers), beat bins, microrhythm, and micro-
timing (Section 1). Section 2 summarizes the experi-
mental methods used in our perceptual experiments
and shows how various acoustic factors give rise to both
different perceptions of a sound’s temporal location as
well as varying beat bins; that is, degrees of precision
when expecting a sound in beat-based contexts. Section
3 summarizes our findings regarding the effect of musi-
cal expertise on the perception of microrhythm, and
section 4 reviews our findings regarding what sonic
aspects performers use when asked to produce different
microrhythms on demand, as well as the bodily actions
they employ in doing so. Section 5 gives excerpts from
our ethnographic research, showing the commonalities
and differences amongst the ways different groups of
expert musicians describe microrhythms, shedding light
on their cognitive representations of both microrhythm
and its higher-level musical effects. In our discussion
(Section 6) we discuss our findings in light of an embod-
ied perspective on perception and cognition of rhythm,
review the implications of the TIME project for our
understanding of the relationship between the ‘‘what’’
and ‘‘when’’ of rhythmic sounds as well as the relation
between microrhythm and groove. We conclude (Sec-
tion 7) with some reflections on the advantages and the
challenges of the project’s collaborative, interdisciplin-
ary, and cross-cultural approach to rhythm research,
and we outline some potential paths for future research.

P-Centers, Beat Bins, Microrhythm
and Microtiming

The distinction between the acoustic, physical onset,
and the perceived timing of a sound has been well stud-
ied in the perception of speech, where these locations
are known as perceptual centers or ‘‘P-centers’’ (Morton
et al., 1976; for a review of subsequent literature see
Villing, 2010). P-centers were first noticed when listen-
ers were presented with a series of counting syllables:
‘‘one, two, three, four’’ (etc.) whose acoustic onsets were
perfectly isochronous, but they were not perceived as
such (Morton et al., 1976), as the different vowel sounds
have different rise times and spectral properties. In
music the differences in P-centers amongst instruments
have also long been known, along with their implica-
tions for coordination in ensemble performance (Rasch,

1 The project TIME: Timing and Sound in Musical Microrhythm was
funded by the Research Council of Norway and the University of Oslo
and ran from 2017 through 2022.
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1979; Vos & Rasch, 1981). However, not only is the
temporal location of a sound separable from its acoustic
or perceptual onset; those locations are also variable in
their ‘‘width,’’ as there is a range in which one sound is
heard as occurring in synchrony with another sound.
Gordon (1987) and Wright (2008) have thus character-
ized P-centers not as points in time, but as probability
distributions that have both a mean/peak as well as
a temporal spread (for more recent applications of the
same approach, see Danielsen et al., 2019, and
Hosken, 2021).

The experience of musical rhythm, which most typi-
cally involves repeated patterns of sound, is character-
ized by an interaction between acoustically sounding
events and endogenous reference structures that are
activated in the listener (see Bengtsson & Gabrielsson,
1980; Clarke, 1985; Danielsen, 2006; Honing, 2013;
Johansson, 2017; Kvifte, 2007; London, 2012). Repeated
sounds/sound patterns give rise to a basic pulse or beat,
the grouping and hierarchically organization of those
beats (i.e., meter), segmenting and grouping figural
units (style- and song-specific rhythmic figures), and
then coordinating the formation of larger sonic
and metric structures. The independence of beats and
meters from sounding events is manifest in phenomena
such as subjective pulse (also called internal beat), sub-
jective accentuation, subjective rhythmization, and the
perception of ‘‘loud rests’’ (see London, 2012, for a sum-
mary of rhythm-meter interactions). Danielsen (2010,
2018) developed the ‘‘beat bin’’ hypothesis to account
for our perceptual response to sounds with different P-
center widths; that is, how sounds with different shapes
can give rise to different senses of ‘‘beat’’: Sharp, percus-
sive sounds lead to narrow bins for the perception of
beats, whereas indistinct, ‘‘muddy’’ or compound
sounds induce considerably wider bins.

The complex interplay between periodic sounds and
our endogenous sense of beat is illustrated in Figure 1,
which also summarizes how the interpretation of exper-
imental results has evolved in recent years. The upper-
most panel (Figure 1a) illustrates an experimental
context where the stimulus is a series of very brief
sounds (e.g., metronome clicks), and the response is
measured as a time point relative to the stimulus (e.g.,
taps on a drum pad). Given the brevity of the stimulus
(a click) and the acoustic profile of the response (impact
sounds), both are represented here as points in time. In
experiments with this type of stimuli and task, the
dependent measure may be the asynchrony between
taps and clicks, or the variability of interonset interval
between successive taps (see Repp, 2005, Repp & Su,
2013). Variability in responses is regarded as noise, and

differences amongst participants in variability is a mea-
sure of differences in their temporal acuity and/or
motor control.

A similar result (and approach) is evident in studies
that use sounds with longer durations but relatively
sharp onsets as stimuli, such as drum strokes or fast-
ramped sine tones (Figure 1b). Here the tap placement
(or click alignment, in studies using the method of
adjustment) is close to the beginning of the sound
(though see the discussion of "negative mean asyn-
chrony" in Repp, 2005, and Repp & Su, 2013), such that
the acoustic onset is often regarded as the perceptual
center and location of the sound. With musical sounds
produced by bowing or breathing, the situation is more
akin to the determination of P-centers in speech. Violins
and voices, for example, involve ‘‘softer’’ attacks (that is,
with a longer rise time of their amplitude envelope) and
also take some time for the stabilization of pitch, timbre
(e.g., vocal formants) and other features such as vibrato.
Figure 1c illustrates how responses from a tapping or
a click alignment task may be related to such sounds.
Responses occur many milliseconds after the initial
onset of the sound (and well past the perceptual thresh-
old for the sound). Moreover, if testing the same sounds
again, the mean P-center location will probably not be
identical to the first trial. And if repeated a third time,
yet another location might be the result. At this point we
face an epistemic problem. For the data may indicate:

a) The extent to which a given sound affords a precise
temporal location;

b) The degree of endogenous beat precision of a par-
ticipant or group of participants;

c) Or both the degree of temporal precision that the
sound affords and the endogenous precision of the
participants’ sense of beat.

Our results, which involve multiple experimental
methods as well as a range of stimuli, show that the
answer is (c). But it is not that the listeners’ responses
are simply ‘‘fuzzy’’ in the context of sounds with slow
attacks. Rather, we found that listeners’ endogenous
(internal) sense of beat is matched to the temporal affor-
dances of the sounds with which they are engaged, as
well as their musical/aesthetic goals in listening to, mov-
ing with, and/or performing such sounds. This is shown
in Figure 1d, which illustrates the linkage between
sounds with slow attack and more complex shapes and
the listener’s correspondingly larger/more complex
‘‘beat bins.’’

Thus, what a sound is and when it appears to happen
cannot be wholly separated, as they are interdependent.
This has implications for studies of rhythm and timing
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beyond that of single notes in (nominally) isochronous
experimental contexts. As noted by Bengtsson and Gab-
rielsson (1983), patterns at the micro level of rhythm
can be either idiomatic and systematic; that is, a struc-
tural feature, or expressive and varied. While terminol-
ogy is not consistent, the former has often been denoted
microtiming or swing (Butterfield, 2011; Iyer, 2002;
Madison et al., 2011) and the latter expressive timing
(Clarke, 1985, 1989).2 When the TIME project started
in 2016, research addressing microtiming in African
American groove-based musics and expressive timing

in European art music had begun to increase in number
and scope (see, for example, Bengtsson & Gabrielsson,
1983; Butterfield, 2010, 2011; Clarke, 1985, 1989; Desain
& Honing, 1989; Friberg & Sundström, 2002; Iyer, 2002;
Keller, 2014). Numerous studies have since examined
the nature and role of microtiming in more diverse
musical cultures.3 Still, only a few of these specifically

FIGURE 1. Stimuli and corresponding endogenous responses in different experimental conditions. The note indicates the kind of sound used as

a stimulus/target, while the ear indicates what is (presumably) perceived: a) clicks and taps, b) sounds with sharp onsets and taps, c) sounds with slow

attack/complex shape and taps, d) cumulative mapping of the tapping (or other) responses to sounds with slow attack/complex shape.

2 Madison et al. (2011, p. 1579) make a similar distinction between
systematic (repeating) and unsystematic (non-repeating) varieties of
microtiming. However, the latter category can in principle include both
intentional (that is, expressive) and random microtiming (that is, noise).

3 Some examples are Alén (1995) on Tumba Francesa; Clayton (2000)
on North Indian Raga; Gerischer (2006) and Haugen & Danielsen (2020)
on samba; Jankowsky (2013) on Tunisian Stambeli; Johansson (2010a,
2010b) and Kvifte (2004, 2007) on Scandinavian folk music; Polak
(2010) and Polak & London (2014) on Malian Jembe music; Berliner
(2009), Doffman (2009), Hodson (2007), Monson (1996), and Prögler
(1995) on jazz; Danielsen (2006) on funk; Stover (2009) on salsa; and
Bjerke (2010), Danielsen (2010, 2012), and Zeiner-Henriksen (2010) on
neo-soul, disco, and electronic dance music.
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address the relationship between dimensions such as
the shape, timbre, and intensity of the individual ele-
ments within a rhythmic pattern and the perception and
production of those elements’ precise temporal loca-
tions in music (see Butterfield, 2011; Danielsen et al.,
2015; Hofmann et al., 2017).

Comparing these different ways of thinking about the
endogenous response to musical beats can help clarify-
ing the relationship between microtiming and micro-
rhythm: Microtiming refers to systematic patterns of
onset timing, often with reference to an expected beat
position (that is, early, late, etc.). Microrhythm is a more
encompassing term that refers a range of sub-tactus
musical features, as well as their interactions, and is
paralleled by an endogenous reference structure that has
both width and shape (cf. panel d in Figure 1). Put
differently, in addition to microtiming’s focus on the
sound’s ‘‘when,’’ microrhythm takes into consideration
a variety of additional features related to the sound’s
‘‘what’’: attack (sharp or gradual?), duration (short or
long?), decay (rapid or gradual?), pitch (high or low?),
timbre (bright or dark?), and relative intensity. Attack,
duration, and decay are aspects of the shape of a sound;
that is, the distribution of energy over time or the
sound’s amplitude envelope. Relative intensity, on the
other hand, refers to the overall energy of an event—
how loud it is in relation to other rhythmic events.
Aspects related to the spectral envelope of the sound,
such as spectral centroid, pitch, and timbre4 can also
play a role (Danielsen et al., 2019; Hove et al., 2007;
Seton, 1989). Focusing on microrhythm instead of
microtiming means to widen the focus and study how
all these aspects (including timing) in various combi-
nations may produce a wide variety of rhythmic feels
(i.e., laid-back, pushed, tight, loose, and so on). Even
though its different aspects might be difficult to dis-
tinguish at a perceptual level, their physical constitu-
ents can still be measured in the signal and analyzed
after the fact.

The fact that the location and precision of the endog-
enous pulse response varies with the incoming sounds
has implications at two levels. First, identifying patterns
of physical onset timing seems to be but a first step
towards identifying microtiming patterns as perceived.
(The exception might be soundscapes made up of click-

like or sharp-attack sounds, as discussed above.) Sec-
ond, as the conflicting results from groove research
show (for reviews, see Câmara 2021, Chapter 2; Câmara
& Danielsen, 2018; Etani et al., 2023; Malone, 2022), it is
an open question whether timing patterns alone can
account for a groove’s characteristic microrhythmic feel
and produce the related ‘‘pleasurable urge to move’’
(Janata et al., 2012; Madison, 2006). The fact that pro-
ducers and musicians invest a lot of energy in shaping
and talking about how they articulate the micro level of
their music may point to microrhythmic dimensions
beyond onset timing also being important for why and
how certain groove feels come across as so irresistible.
We will revisit both in the discussion of our results
below.

Finally, it is well documented that the endogenous
reference structures being activated in listeners depend
on their musical enculturation—that is, the extent of
their exposure to and experience with certain styles of
music and their characteristic rhythmic organizations
(see, for example, Hannon, 2010; Hannon et al., 2012;
Polak et al., 2018). A starting point for the present pro-
ject was the assumption that different musical genres
are characterized—alongside differences at the level of
macro-rhythmic and metrical structure—by character-
istic and enculturated differences at the micro or beat
level of rhythm.

Mapping the Shape of the Beat Bin

Even a fairly simple sound (i.e., one without many noise
components or vibrato, a stable F0, etc.) provides many
potential cues for its P-center, as shown in Figure 2. As
Nymoen et al. (2017) noted, these descriptors encom-
pass both physical/acoustic attributes of the sound (here
mainly relative to its RMS envelope) as well as percep-
tual attributes (e.g., perceptual onset and perceptual
attack, analogous to the P-center location). Most acous-
tic analyses for onset detection and (at least implicitly)
the temporal location for sounds (i.e., in Music Infor-
mation Retrieval [MIR] and signal processing contexts)
have focused on the attack portion of the sound,
attempting to locate the perceptual attack/P-center
somewhere between the physical onset of the sound and
its energy peak. Nymoen et al. (2017) compares the MIR
toolbox and Timbre Toolbox onset functions with
‘‘ground truth’’ for P-center location obtained via a per-
ceptual experiment for a range of sounds. As Nymoen
et al. (2017) note, P-centers cannot be measured
directly, but rather must be estimated by comparing the
alignment of a target sound with another sound with
a short duration (a ‘‘probe’’). Moreover, as noted above,

4 The physical correlate to perceived timbre is not straightforward, and
specific dimensions of the timbre space may depend on the sound in
question (Grey, 1977; Lakatos, 2000; McAdams & Giordano, 2008). In
the context of this article, we refer to timbre as all the components of
timbre that are not directly related to attack / rise time, separating the
purely temporal and the mainly spectral aspects of the timbre space.
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P-centers are not precise time points, but rather a prob-
ability distribution that occupies some region of the
attack portion of the sound.

London et al. (2019) summarizes a series of experi-
ments that explored various methods for investigating
the P-centers for a set of musical sounds that were sys-
tematically varied in their attack (slow versus fast attack
time), duration (long versus short), and center fre-
quency; see Table 1. The target sounds were presented
in ‘‘looped’’ fashion (600 ms ISI), and thus the context
evokes both the sense of beat in the listener/participant
as well as an isochronous interval from P-center to P-
center in the stimulus.

As in prior P-center experiments, we used the method
of adjustment, in which participants aligned a probe
sound (either a click or a short noise burst) with the
target sound, and both in-phase and antiphase align-
ments were used. In addition, we also used a tapping task
in which participants tapped a set of clave sticks in syn-
chrony with the looped target sound. For each method,
the dependent variables were: (a) the mean P-center loca-
tion found for each stimulus type, and (b) the variability
of the mean P-center location found for each stimulus
type. Figure 3 summarizes the results of the in-phase
click, anti-phase click, and tapping tasks. Our main take-
aways from these methodological studies were:

Perceptual
Onset

Perceptual
Attack 

Attack time Log-Attack Time = log(Attack time)

Energy peak

Temporal centroid

Attack
Slope Attack

Leap

Physical
Onset Rise time

FIGURE 2. Terminology/Descriptors for various portions of the amplitude envelope of a sound, from Nymoen et al. (2017).

TABLE 1. Stimuli Used in Danielsen et al. (2019) and London et al. (2019)

Stimulus Parameters Click Noise*

Fast
Short
Low

Fast
Short
High

Fast
Long
Low

Fast
Long
High

Slow
Short
Low

Slow
Short
High

Slow
Long
Low

Slow
Long
High

Instrument Kick
Drum

Snare
Drum

Dark
Piano

Light
Piano

Arco
Bass

Cabasa Synth
Bass

Fiddle

Attack 0 ms Slow Fast Fast Fast Fast Slow Slow Slow Slow

Duration (ms) 1 100 80-130 25 487 318 66 49 220 105

Frequency range High High Low High Low High Low High Low High

Pitch where
relevant (Hz)

3000 Bandpass
filter

centered at
3000

65,4 659,3 65,4 32,7 479

Spectral Centroid
(Hz)

3720 4809 780 2831 623 893 538 8199 781 1581

*Noise was not used as probe in Danielsen et al. 2019.
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• In-phase and anti-phase methods of adjustment
using clicks produce nearly identical results, and
hence in-phase alignment used in subsequent
experiments.

• Tapping vs. click alignment can provide different
yet useful information regarding P-center
locations:
• The method of adjustment is sensitive to dif-

ferent sounds in terms of variability while tap-
ping is not.

• The tapping task involves perception-action
synchronization, and thus may involve differ-
ent mechanisms.

• Using filtered noise as an alignment probe yields
consistently earlier probe-onset locations in com-
parison to using a click as a probe, which means
that alignment tasks inherently involve the align-
ment of P-centers, not onsets.

Danielsen et al. (2019) presents further analysis of the
data from London et al. (2019), along with results of
a companion experiment that replicated the London
et al. (2019) results using a set of wholly artificial stimuli
generated from bandpass filtered noise (see Table 2).
The experiment with artificial stimuli used the same
2 x 2 x 2 factorial design (fast vs. slow attack/rise time;
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Click KickDrum SnareDrum DarkPiano LightPiano ArcoBass Cabasa SynthBass Fiddle

CA
AP
TAP
  MSEL&M±

FIGURE 3. Click alignment (CA), anti-phase click alignment (AP) and tapping (TAP) results from London et al. (2019); upper panel shows the mean

location of participant responses for each target sound; lower panel shows the standard deviation of those responses, a measure of beat-bin width.

TABLE 2. Artificial Stimuli Used in Danielsen et al. (2019), Experiment 2

Click

Fast
Short
High

Fast
Short
Low

Fast
Long
High

Fast
Long
Low

Slow
Short
High

Slow
Short
Low

Slow
Long
High

Slow
Long
Low

Attack 0 ms Fast Fast Fast Fast Slow Slow Slow Slow

Rise Time (ms) 3 3 3 3 50 50 50 50

Duration (ms) 1 100 100 400 400 100 100 400 400

Center frequency (Hz) 3000 700 100 700 100 700 100 700 100

Note: Fast = fast attack, Slow = slow attack, Short = short duration, Long = long duration, Low = low center frequency of the passband, and High = high center frequency of the
passband.
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short vs. long duration; and low vs. high center fre-
quency of the passband), with the aim of eliminating
any familiarity effects that might obtain with the musi-
cal stimuli, as well as to provide a more precise differ-
entiation of these acoustic factors.

The main findings across both experiments were as
follows:

• Slow attack and long duration both lead to a later
P-center location, but duration has less effect
when the attack is fast.

• Low center frequency leads to later P-center loca-
tion only for musical sounds, and primarily for
longer sounds with slow attack.

• Slow attack and long duration also lead to greater
variability in the location of the P-center; that is, to
wider beat bins.

Danielsen et al. (2019) also presented more detailed/
fine-grained portraits of the beat bins for each of
the stimuli used in the experiment. As can be seen
in Figure 4, which gives the probability density of all

participant responses in the click alignment task, the
distributions for most sounds are not symmetrical
about their means. The probability density distributions
display a systematic pattern of different beat bin shapes,
with the combination of slow attack and long duration
leading to the flattest shape, indicating a wider toler-
ance/broader beat bin. Nonparametric statistical tests
confirmed this pattern. Slow attack and long duration
also produced distributions with complex shapes that
suggest these sounds afford multiple locations for beat
placement, especially the synthesized bass sound, which
has slow attack, long duration, and low spectral
centroid.

These results also help to untangle the epistemic
problem noted above; that is, how to interpret the var-
iability in participant responses. The characteristic dis-
tributions for various classes of stimuli show that the
variability in participants’ responses is not simply a mat-
ter of location þ noise, with some sounds leading to
noisier responses than others. For while that may seem
to be the case with sounds that are short and have fast
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FIGURE 4. Probability density distributions (probability/time) of participant responses for each musical sound used in Danielsen et al. (2019), click

alignment task. Descriptors for each sound refer to attack (fast vs. slow), duration (short vs. long), and center frequency (high vs. low). Median

indicated by vertical stippled line.
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onsets (the click and drum sounds), the sounds with
longer durations and/or slow onsets have characteristic
patterns of skew and kurtosis, and some (the dark piano
and the synth bass) have bimodal distributions of par-
ticipant responses.

The Effect of Expertise

Having established that P-centers/beat bins may vary
based upon a systematic combination of acoustic fac-
tors, Danielsen et al. (2021) explored the extent to which
a listener’s musical background affects P-center percep-
tion, especially for complex sounds. For this experi-
ment, we recruited musicians with particular expertise
in three distinct music genres: Scandinavian traditional
fiddle music, jazz, and electronic dance music (EDM)/
hip-hop. The fiddlers and jazz musicians were all per-
formers, while the EDM/hip-hop experts were produ-
cers who work primarily in a recording studio context.
In other words, the fiddlers and jazz musicians shape
their microrhythms by varying the articulation, dynam-
ics, and timbral shading in performing on their instru-
ments, while the producers alter these characteristics via
the manipulation of audio or MIDI tracks in a DAW
environment.

We asked all of them to perform the click align-
ment and tapping tasks as in our previous experi-
ments, but with a set of sounds that related to each
of their musical genres: an acoustic kick drum and
electric bass (from jazz), two fiddle sounds (for the
Norwegian folk musicians), and a set of synthesized
sounds (for the EDM and hip-hop producers). These
sounds were distributed across a 2 x 2 factorial
design that crossed fast versus slow attack with long
versus short duration (the effect of center frequency
was not assessed in this experiment; see Table 3). In

addition, we included a set of genre-neutral noise
sounds, a subset of the notched noise sounds used
in previous experiments.

We found that Genre expertise showed a main effect
on both P-center mean location, F(2, 56) = 9.626, p <
.001; Zp2 = .256, and variability, F(2, 56) = 7.964, p =
.001; Zp2 = .221. Average P-center locations were 26 ms
after stimulus onset for producers, 37 ms for jazz musi-
cians, and 40 ms for folk musicians. Pairwise compar-
isons were significant for producers and jazz musicians
(p = .005) and producers and folk musicians (p = .001);
the difference between folk and jazz musicians was not
significant. Average P-center variabilities were 15 ms for
the producers, 18 ms for the jazz musicians, and 22 ms
for the folk musicians. The difference in variability
between the producers and Folk musicians was signifi-
cant (p = .001); no other differences were significant.
Tellingly, there were no significant differences with
respect to P-center location amongst the three partici-
pant groups for either the neutral sounds or the elec-
tronic sounds; there were small (4–5 ms) but significant
or close to significant differences in variability between
the folk musicians and the jazz musicians and produ-
cers, respectively, showing a higher overall variability
for the folk musicians.

The differences between the three participant groups
were most pronounced with the organic sounds, most
especially the long fiddle sound. Figure 5 illustrates the
mean P-center locations for each of the three participant
groups in relation to the waveform of the long fiddle
sound, and Figure 6 gives histograms of the distribution
of all click trials with the long fiddle sound for each of
the three expert groups, giving a more fine-grained pic-
ture of their responses. It shows that a tri-modal distri-
bution of P-center locations may be latently present in
all three groups. While we do not have a large enough

TABLE 3. Sounds Used in Danielsen et al. (2021)

Click
Fast

Short
Fast
Long

Slow
Short

Slow
Long

Fast
Short

Fast
Long

Slow
Short

Slow
Long

Sound Electronic Electronic Electronic Electronic Organic Organic Organic Organic

Instrument 808
Kick drum

Synth bass Synth bass Synth bass Acoustic
kick drum

El Bass Fiddle Fiddle

Attack 0 ms Fast Fast Slow Slow Fast Fast Slow Slow

Rise Time (ms) 1 1 � 74 � 122 13 22 � 168 � 226

Duration (ms) 1 238 519 208 534 180 493 306 589

Pitch (Hz) 65.4 65.4 65.4 55.0 349.2 349.2

Spectral Centroid (Hz) 3532 314 173 313 298 581 406 2317 2405
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sample to establish multi-modal distributions in our
participant sub-populations, as can be seen in Figure 6,
the locations of each modal peak correspond to clear
inflection points in the amplitude envelope of the
sound. One of our initial hypotheses was that the musi-
cians would be most accurate when synchronizing to
sounds from their own genres. Interestingly, however,
the folk musicians showed greater variability when
synchronizing to fiddle sounds from their own genre
in comparison to their synchronization with other
genres. The extraordinary wide and complex beat bins

we found in response to the long fiddle sound may be
related to the aesthetic ideal of performing with flexi-
ble timing in Scandinavian fiddle music, as well as
broader differences between participants who
approach sounds from a performance versus a produc-
tion mode. In sum:

• Expertise has an effect on what seems to be gen-
eral, low-level perceptions of sounds, as evidenced
by the differences in P-center variability/beat bin
width for the neutral sounds.
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FIGURE 5. Waveform of the long fiddle sound stimulus, showing the mean P-center locations for each of the three participant groups, from Danielsen

et al. (2021).

FIGURE 6. Histograms of the distribution of click alignment task responses to the long fiddle sound for each of the three participant groups in

Danielsen et al. (2021).
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• Expertise has an effect on how sounds are heard/
grasped in terms of their affordance(s) for action/
synchronization, as evidenced by the P-center
results for organic sounds.

• Expertise has an effect as top-down influence on
bottom-up processing in terms of activating
genre-specific timing ideals, as evidenced by the
P-center and variability results for the long fiddle
sound typical of the Scandinavian fiddle music
tradition.

Performing Microrhythm

To investigate the extent to which acoustic features
other than onset timing are used in the production of
microrhythms, Câmara et al. (2020a, 2020b) conducted
a series of performance experiments in which expert
rhythm-section instrumentalists (drums, guitar, or bass)
were instructed to play simple patterns with different
microrhythmic ‘‘feels,’’ e.g., in an ‘‘on-the-beat,’’ ‘‘laid-
back,’’ or ‘‘pushed’’ manner relative to an external tim-
ing reference; that is, either a metronome and/or
backing track consisting of the other rhythm section
instruments (e.g., bass and guitar for the drums). Data
from these experiments included both audio recordings
of each musician’s performance, as well as motion cap-
ture imaging of their bodily movements. Audio of indi-
vidual performances were recorded, and time points
calculated based on algorithms from the MIR Toolbox
(version 1.8) audio analysis package (Lartillot et al.,
2008). For the analysis of attack, we developed a new,
more precise approach that detects the attack region
directly from the audio waveform (Lartillot et al.,
2021). The results show that while onset (and/or peak)
timing manipulation was the primary cue for creating
the different rhythmic feels, musicians also systemati-
cally manipulated intensity (sound-pressure level

[SPL]) and/or frequency components (spectral centroid
[SC]) of their sounds. Guitarists tended to utilize longer
stroke durations (in both attack and decay) and lower
brightness (SC), controlled by how hard the different
strings are hit, in addition to later onset timing to
achieve ‘‘laidback’’ performances. The results of the gui-
tarists’ strategies are summarized in Figure 7.5 Bassists
utilized greater stroke intensity (SPL) in addition to
early onset timing to achieve a ‘‘pushed’’ feel (Câmara,
et al., 2020a). Drummers tended to play strokes both
earlier/later and with greater dynamic accentuation to
distinguish pushed (hi-hat) and laidback (snare) from
on-the-beat (synchronous) performances, respectively
(Câmara, et al., 2020b).

Musicians’ bodily actions both generate and modify
the sound. Research has demonstrated that knowledge
of such sound-producing actions is relevant also to the
perception of the sounds—that is, sound perception
implies an understanding of the actions that the listener
associates with the production of the sound (e.g.,
Clarke, 2005; Cox, 2016; Godøy, 2010; Liberman & Mat-
tingly, 1985; Wilson & Knoblich, 2005). While we often
observe a musician’s sound-producing actions, other
visual cues, such as a performer’s body language, may
inform the viewer/listener’s understanding of the
underlying metrical structure and associated

FIGURE 7. Average duration, spectral centroid (SC), and sound pressure level (SPL) of guitar stroke segments across all participants (N = 21). All

values and error bars represent mean values and one SD, with the exception of attack duration and attack SC, representing median values and median

absolute deviation. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001, from Câmara, et al. 2020a.

5 We also looked at the range of individual performance strategies
among the drummers, developing a novel interdisciplinary method
(Sioros, Câmara, & Danielsen, 2019) that combines fundamental digital
signal-processing techniques and music perception principles with
statistical methods from bioinformatics (Clarke et al., 2008). The
method captures the microtiming relations of the kick, snare, and hi-
hat drum onsets among one another. The unique combination of these
features in a performance is its ‘‘microrhythmic fingerprint.’’ The
clustering results were visualized as phylogenetic trees and present a set
of archetypical drumming strategies for each intended timing style (for
details, see Câmara et al., 2022).
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microrhythms of the music (Blom, 1981; Broughton &
Stevens, 2009; Kilchenmann & Senn, 2015; Toivainen
et al., 2010). Similarly, in genres where music and dance
are closely related, cues for the metric structure are
present in the dance (Haugen, 2016, 2021).

Given this project’s focus on microrhythm, we were
particularly interested in relationships between body
motion and playing with a particular timing feel
(pushed, laidback), which is related to how individual
rhythmic events are shaped by the performer. To this
end, we used an infrared motion-capture system con-
sisting of reflective markers attached to the participants’
bodies and instruments and multiple cameras sur-
rounding them, ultimately producing a three-
dimensional representation of the musician’s bodily
movements. Câmara et al. (2023) found that laidback
strokes were played with a lower [hand/arm] velocity
and longer movement duration compared to on-the-
beat strokes. This relation corresponds well with the
audio-feature results, wherein laidback strokes were
found to have slower attacks/longer durations and on-
the-beat/pushed strokes had faster attacks/shorter dura-
tions. Likewise, Haugen et al. (2023) showed that the
performers tended to lean forward when playing pushed
as opposed to playing with a laid-back or on-the-beat
feel; the difference in posture, while small (1.5–2.0
degrees) is nonetheless biomechanically significant in
the context of playing. More broadly, these results show
that performers’ body posture can be related to their
intended timing.

Musicians’ Awareness of Microrhythm
and Microtiming

As noted above, musicians, recording engineers, and
music producers all pay a great deal of attention to the
details of microrhythm and microtiming. Knowing this,
in the first stage of our project we conducted interviews
with expert performers and producers in five selected
musical genres (see Table 4). We used a semi-structured
interview guide that focused on both general considera-
tions regarding microrhythmic aesthetics in their
respective genres and on the specific ways in which the
interviewees approached the microlevel temporal and
sonic features in their performance practices. Each
interview (23 in total) lasted around an hour, and we
adjusted the terminology to fit each genre. For details
regarding methodology and interviewee selection, see
Danielsen et al. (2023).

All our interviewees were concerned with both the
shaping of individual sounds, as well as when they
should be played/placed relative to other sounds, both

successively and simultaneously. For example, the jazz
guitarist we interviewed said that he might play with his
fingers rather than a pick to produce sounds with
a softer attack, and that those sounds seem to occur
later in time than a sharper sound produced by a pick.
Similarly, the jazz drummer adjusted the timbre and the
rise time of the sounds of the drum kit via different grips
on the sticks and/or striking the cymbal or toms in
a specific place. Within the discourse among the jazz
musicians, there was a lot of emphasis on the mastery of
‘‘time’’ in the sense of knowing when to play a sound in
relation to the collective pulse of the ensemble (Jacobsen
& Danielsen, 2023). Accordingly, they stressed that
a sharper sound behaves differently than a softer or
more muffled sound, and also that timbre in itself can
be the basis for the rhythmic flow. A sharp and fast
sound produced by a hi-hat, for instance, requires
a more precise onset in relation to the perceived pulse
than the sound of a double bass, which also needs to be
played earlier because of its longer rise time.

Many interviewees thought that sounds with a slow/
soft attack have a higher tolerance for alternative tem-
poral positionings that nonetheless appear to be ‘‘in
time’’—that is, they have wide beat bins (Danielsen,
2010, 2018). The folk musicians described soft and slow
sounds (or sounds with ‘‘secret attacks,’’ as fiddler Anne
Hytta put it) as temporally ambiguous events. In con-
trast, sharp and fast sounds implied relatively unambig-
uous rhythmic placement and could be used to highlight
an attention-worthy event. The associated balance
between ambiguity and clarity was considered an essen-
tial part of the rhythmic aesthetic of traditional fiddle
music (see also Johansson, 2022). The Scandinavian folk
musicians also commented extensively, albeit in more
general terms, on the relevance of sound to groove. In
the words of fiddler Anne Hytta: ‘‘A good fiddle sound
is rich and resonant and sharp at the same time, [which]
allows for a more differentiated articulation where you
mark certain notes more and others less . . . The oppo-
site is a more diffuse sound, which I associate with
music that doesn’t quite groove.’’

TABLE 4. Overview of Interviewees by Genre and Instrument, from
Danielsen et al. (2023)

Genre n Instruments/roles

EDM 5 Producers
Hip-Hop 5 Producers
Jazz 6 Vocals, Trumpet, Saxophone, Guitar,

Bass, Drums
Samba 5 Vocals, Percussion, Guitar, Drums
Scand. Folk 4 Hardanger Fiddle, Langeleik, Jew’s Harp
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The EDM and hip-hop producers manipulated the
sounds’ envelopes directly, adjusting attack characteris-
tics, as well as overall intensity and dynamics, using
filters, volume faders, and sidechain compression. For
example, the EDM producer duo Seeb explained that
they often used sidechain compression to create
dynamic swells off the beat, resulting in a slightly off-
the-grid timing pattern (see Figure 8).

The EDM and hip-hop producers also often manip-
ulated the temporal placement/alignment of sounds to
‘‘color’’ the overall sound of their otherwise grid-based
grooves, introducing more or less subtle frictions
between rhythmic events in a variety of ways. The
hip-hop producer Kvam, for example, usually moved
the hi-hat attacks slightly behind the snare or kick, and
Kholebeatz often delayed the playback of individual
tracks by a few milliseconds. A general trend involved
placing samples and MIDI events such that they would
not be perceived as completely simultaneous, although
there was significant variation among substyles regard-
ing this operation, ranging from loose and behind in
boom-bap rap to strictly quantized in trap. The produ-
cers gave us access to multitrack files of their music,
which allowed us to investigate their use of these tech-
niques in practice. In the EDM tracks, we identified the

temporal deviations from the grid (asynchronies in the
range of 5–30 milliseconds) caused by sonic manipula-
tion of individual tracks (for analyses of the EDM
tracks, see Brøvig-Hanssen et al. (2020) and Brøvig-
Hanssen et al. (2021); for analyses of the hip-hop tracks,
see Oddekalv 2022a, 2022b).

While many of the performers and (especially) pro-
ducers we interviewed were quite specific in their
descriptions of the ways in which they manipulated the
temporal and sonic features of their music, their general
discourses about groove were informed by a holistic
view of microrhythm, and they tended to talk about
groove using bodily and movement-related metaphors.
The jazz musicians reflected on how both temporal and
sonic features contributed to swing, feel, and drive. The
EDM producers appreciated the sense of motion and
‘‘breathing’’ in their grooves. The hip-hop producers
consistently referred to how groove manifests itself in
movement, so they try to make music ‘‘that’s impossible
not to nod your head to,’’ said Kvam. They often used
metaphors related to viscosity when describing a certain
friction or pushback in a good hip-hop groove. A holis-
tic discourse of groove was also very evident among the
samba performers, where terms like balanço (balance or
swing), brincadeira (play), molho (sauce), sabor

FIGURE 8. Transcription and waveform representations of the plucked synth illustrating the effect of sidechain compression in Seeb’s remix of “I Took

a Pill in Ibiza” (0:10—0:29), from Bro/ vig et al. (2021). The grid of the DAW is marked by alternating white and grey sections. The red rectangle shows how

the sidechain compression “ducks” the attack of the plucked synth, reshaping it from sharp to soft. In the blue rectangle the compression reshapes the

envelope of the plucked synth.
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(flavor), suinge (swing), and ola (wave) came up fre-
quently. Among the Norwegian fiddlers, as well, rhyth-
mic qualities were largely identified by means of
movement metaphors such as lift, drive, flow, breathing,
energy, forwardness, balance, relaxing, and resting.

Discussion

EMBODIED PERCEPTION AND COGNITION OF (MICRO)RHYTHM

Over the last decade or so the conceptual framework of
embodied cognition has had an increasing influence in
music psychology and music theory (Clarke, 2005; Cox,
2016; Godøy, 2010; Kozak, 2019, 2023; Leman, 2007;
Leman & Maes, 2014). Microrhythm and groove is
a prime example in this regard and is often approached
via bodily metaphors and associated with bodily feelings
in literature from both ethnographic (i.e., Berliner, 2009,
pp. 349–352; Monson, 1996, pp. 26–29), music-
philosophical (i.e., Danielsen, 2006; Roholt, 2014;
Witek, 2017), and music-psychological (i.e., Janata
et al., 2012; Madison, 2006; Senn et al., 2018) research.
Accordingly, one might expect that our awareness of
microrhythm, insofar as we have an awareness of
sonic/acoustic microstructure and/or microtiming,
manifests first and foremost in an awareness of our own
pleasure, movements and gestures as we move along
with the music (hence the ubiquitous use of the term
‘‘feel’’ to characterize/distinguish musical rhythms, see,
for example, discussion on James Brown’s use of the
word in Danielsen, 2006, Chapter 10). Paraphrasing
Mariusz Kozak we could say that our perception of
musical rhythm in general involves our implicit kines-
thetic knowledge about ‘‘how music goes’’ (Kozak, 2019,
p. 5). By actively involving our sensorimotor system—
through overt or covert/mentally simulated action—we
are, for example, able to turn sounds into beats (Kozak,
2023, p. 41).

As noted above, in our conversations with musicians
and music producers, almost all of their descriptions of
desireable rhythms and grooves involve metaphors

derived from bodily posture (balance, stability), action
(breathing), and movement (head motion, swinging).
When describing microrhythm in more detail, their
language had a similarly strong imprint of bodily
experiences. Table 5 lists how musicians’ descriptions
of different microrhythms correlate to specific sets of
acoustic properties, perceptual attributes, sound-
producing actions. Notably, when jazz/rock/soul guitar-
ists and bass players were asked to play with a
‘‘laid-back’’ feel (note the term itself is a bodily meta-
phor), the musicians immediately understand what this
means. Moreover, when asked what they do to achieve
such a laid-back feel, they tend to describe the bodily
actions involved (‘‘soft’’ attacks = less pressure with the
pick for plucked sounds), rather than describing the
related change in temporal terms (the attack phase of
the sound is lengthened); likewise, they note that these
sounds have a ‘‘floating’’ feel, indicative of a relatively
loose connection to the musical meter, that is, a wider
beat bin. Our finding that there is a systematic rela-
tionship between so-called ancillary motion; that is,
motion that relates to or derives from, for example,
emotional intent and the physical interpretation of
structural aspects of the music (e.g., Dahl et al., 2010;
Davidson, 2007), and the timing instructions given to
musicians (pushed is leaning forward), lends further
support to the musicians’ understanding of micro-
rhythmic feels being highly embodied. In sum, then,
both their low-level perceptions and their related
motor behaviors seem to be translated into higher level
cognitive representations through an embodied
framework.

THE CONFOUNDING OF MICRORHYTHM’S “WHAT” AND “WHEN”

An important insight coming from research into
embodied cognition is that sound perception implies
an understanding of the actions that the listener associ-
ates with the sound. Such correspondences have been
referred to as action–sound couplings (e.g., Godøy,
2010; Jensenius, 2007, 2022). Relatedly, the acoustic

TABLE 5. Acoustic Properties, Perceptual Properties, Bodily/Gestural Actions, and Participant Descriptions of Laid-back vs. Pushed
Microrhythmic Feels (Relative to “On the Beat” Feels) in Jazz/Rock/Soul Electric Guitar, Across Methodological Approaches

Micro-rhythmic
feel

Acoustic
properties

Perceptual
properties

Sound-producing
action

Informant
discourse

Laid-back • Longer attack
• Longer total duration
• Lower spectral centroid

• Late P-center
• Wide beat bin
• Darker sound

• Slower and longer motion
• More upright posture

• Soft attacks
• ‘‘Floating’’ feel
• Heavy, ‘‘fat’’ sounds

Pushed • Shorter attack
• Increased intensity

• Early P-center
• Narrow beat bin
• Brighter sound

• Faster and shorter motion
• Forward leaning Posture
• mo

• Sharp attacks
• High precision
• ‘‘Fast’’ sounds
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features that determine the P-center of a musical sound
have ecological significance regarding what kind of
material and/or action is involved in the production of
that sound. Sharp/fast onsets are characteristic of impact
sounds; that is, of sounds produced by beating or
striking (drums and pianos); slower onsets are charac-
terized by stroking (i.e., bowing), calm breathing or
stabilization of vibration, as in a voice, reed, or flute.
Loudness is an indication of the energy expended to
produce a sound, as well as its proximity. Pitch/spec-
tral centroid is indicative of both the rate of activity of
an oscillator/oscillating object as well as its mass, both
of which indicate the size of the sound-producing
object. Thus, rhythmic microstructure is a strong cue
for what a sound is, as well as affecting our perception
of when that sound occurs.

The confounding of the ‘‘what’’ and ‘‘when’’ aspects of
microrhythm in our perception and cognition of
rhythm is similar to the way small differences in dura-
tion or loudness in a series of otherwise similar sounds
are regarded as differences in ‘‘accent’’ (Handel, 1989).
In fact, already in 1909, Woodrow drew attention to the
similar function of relative duration and relative inten-
sity (loudness) in the formation of musical accents
(Woodrow, 1909, p. 1), and this has since been con-
firmed in several more recent studies of perception (see,
for example, Povel & Okkerman, 1981; Tekman, 2002;
Windsor, 1993).6 Thus, it should not surprise us that, as
noted immediately above, musicians, for the most part,
do not talk about the sonic and temporal aspects of
microrhythm separately but recognize that changing the
articulation of sound would affect its perceived syn-
chrony relative to other sounds, and vice versa.

The musicians’ tendency to speak in overarching
terms like ‘‘flow,’’ ‘‘swing,’’ ‘‘feel,’’ and ‘‘groove’’ also sug-
gests that at some level in our perceptual-cognitive sys-
tem, we process a rhythmic gestalt that integrates both
the ‘‘what’’ and ‘‘when’’ aspects of a sound, and this
becomes especially apparent when sounds are repeated
as part of a pattern. In those contexts, which give rise to
a sense of beat and meter, our interviewees related
microstructure to a sense not only of flow, but breathing
and bodily movement. This has its antecedents in earlier
descriptions of beats and meter in terms of ‘‘arsis’’ and
‘‘thesis’’ (upbeat and downbeat), as well as the systole/

diastole of breathing or heartbeat (see London, 2001). In
other words, while by their very nature subliminal dif-
ferences in acoustic features are not directly perceivable,
their effects can emerge on higher levels. Our infor-
mants’ discourse confirms that the changes in sound
and timing we have investigated tend to emerge as dif-
ferences in an aggregated sense of feel, flow and move-
ment of the larger rhythmic sequence.

MICRORHYTHM AND GROOVE

The confounding of ‘‘what’’ and ‘‘when’’ at the micro
level of rhythm has implications for systematic studies
of microtiming’s effect on listeners’ experienced groove,
measured as ratings of ‘‘pleasure’’ and ‘‘urge to move,’’
which so far have yielded inconsistent results: Some
studies show no or detrimental effects of microtiming
on groove ratings (e.g., Datseris et al., 2019; Davies et al.,
2013; Madison et al., 2011; Madison & Sioros, 2014)
while others show positive effects, at least in certain
conditions (Kilchenmann & Senn, 2015; Matsushita &
Nomura, 2016; Nelias et al., 2022; Skaansar et al., 2019).
The absence of consistent results in systematic micro-
timing studies is in stark contrast to the discourse on
groove among producers and musicians, who invest
heavily in how to shape the micro level of their music
(see, for example, Berliner, 2009, pp. 349–352; Daniel-
sen et al., 2023; Keil & Feld, 1994; Monson, 1996, pp.
26–29). The findings of the TIME project may shed new
light on this conundrum.

First, our research shows that, depending on their
shape, sounds whose onsets are physically aligned with
the grid may in fact involve perceived timing differences
due to differences in P-centers relative to otherwise iso-
chronously timed onsets (see, for example, Brøvig et al.,
2021, on such effects in EDM). This means that,
depending on the sounds used, the no-microtiming
(‘‘deadpan’’) conditions that have achieved high groove
ratings in the studies reporting no positive effects of
microtiming, might in fact involve some perceptual
microtiming.

Second, our results show that ‘‘the what’’ probably has
to match ‘‘the when’’ for microtiming to be pleasurable—
expressive variations to a series of metronome clicks are
not likely to make them very groovy, in other words.
Interestingly, when taking a broader scope of micro-
rhythmic features into account, either by using stylisti-
cally adequate expert performances or stimuli that
resemble high-quality musical examples in terms of both
temporal and sonic features, microtiming is appreciated.
Senn et al. (2016), for example, used grooves played by
expert performers and found that fully quantized and
originally performed microtiming patterns were rated

6 Regarding performance as well, ‘‘what’’ and ‘‘when’’ seem to be used
in tandem. Accented beats tend to be lengthened in performance (see, for
example, Clarke, 1988; Dahl, 2000, 2004; Drake & Palmer, 1993;
Gabrielsson, 1974, 1999; Waadeland, 2001, 2003, 2006) and when
asking a pianist to emphasize one voice in a polyphonic piano
performance (i.e., melody lead), it is played both louder and earlier
(Goebl, 2001; Palmer, 1996; Repp, 1996).
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equally high on groove. This might be explained by both
the performed microtiming and the quantized version
having an acceptable match between the ‘‘what’’ and
‘‘when.’’ Similarly, Skaansar et al. (2019), when using the
R&B/soul-tune Really Love by the artist D’Angelo as
inspiration for high-complexity groove stimuli, the three
highest ranked groove clips of all (15 in total) was this
groove with 0 and + 40 ms asynchrony between kick
drum and double bass, which might be explained by the
latter groove inducing widened beat bins in the listener.
The order of asynchrony of the original (bass 40 ms after
kick drum) was ranked higher than the reversed order
and the larger asynchronies of + 80 ms had a clear
detrimental effect on groove ratings. Nelias et al. (2022)
also found a positive effect of the form of microtiming
(downbeat delay) resembling actual practice among
swing jazz musicians.

Interestingly, previous research into interaction effects
between sonic and temporal features has shown that if
the features work in opposite directions, the effect is
neutralized and can even be negative (a redundancy loss;
see, for example, Melara & Marks, 1990, and Tekman,
2002, on interaction between dynamic accents and per-
ceived duration, also reported by Woodrow, 1909). Such
perceptual ‘‘mismatch’’ between the ‘‘what’’ and ‘‘when’’
might, for example, explain the findings of Davies et al.
(2013). There they were interested in effects of microtim-
ing on experienced groove in jazz, funk, and samba. All
these three musical styles are typically performed by
musicians using acoustic and electric instruments, and
all three styles have characteristic microtiming patterns.
However, the synthetic sounds used in the study rather
gave associations to a machinic, ‘‘on-the-grid’’-oriented
aesthetics where asynchronies are absent or rather min-
ute (see Danielsen, 2019). This might have produced
a mismatch between the sounds used (the ‘‘what’’) and
the microtiming pattern applied (the ‘‘when’’) which was
detrimental to the groove experience. Given the synthetic
sounds used as stimuli, no microtiming would indeed be
preferrable, and this was also the condition that produced
the highest groove ratings.

Our findings from the Scandinavian fiddle music are
also interesting in this regard. As reported above, the
folk musicians unexpectedly showed higher variability
than the other expert groups when synchronizing to
fiddle sounds from their own genre (Danielsen et al.,
2021). With reference to our interview data, this result is
consistent with an aesthetic ideal that involves inten-
tional rhythmic-temporal ambiguity, implying that syn-
chronizing to the ‘‘what’’ that fiddle sounds represent
does not necessarily involve searching for a precise
‘‘when.’’ Rather, in this musical context, it may be

beneficial to have wider beat bins. This interpretation
suggests that the width of the ‘‘when,’’ that is, the beat
bin, is indeed a dimension of timing perception that can
be informed by what the ‘‘what’’ means to participants
with a particular musical enculturation and specializa-
tion, A recent EEG study from the TIME project pro-
vides further support for this, showing that the
predicted beat bin of an upcoming sound is partly under
top-down control (Leske et al., 2023).

Generally, it seems crucial to avoid the following pit-
falls when researching the effect of microrhythm on
experienced groove:

• One has to be cognizant of both the ‘‘what’’ and
the ‘‘when’’ involved in one’s choice of stimuli (as
well as their interdependence).

• P-center location and beat bin width need to be in
agreement with the microtimings involved: very
small/subtle shifts in timing may not be apparent
if the stimulus sounds induce wide beat bins; like-
wise, larger shifts in timing may be objectionable
for sounds with very concise P-centers.

• Different microrhythmic configurations are char-
acteristic of certain genres, and hence listeners
may be more or less familiar with (and hence
more or less sensitive to) stimuli that present
uncharacteristic configurations of microrhythm.

All these aspects must be in place before one can con-
clude regarding microrhythm’s role in explaining why
and how certain groove feels come across as so irresist-
ible while others do not.

Summary and Conclusion

An important premise of the TIME project was that
musical enculturation and expertise—whether gained
through formal training or through immersion in
a musical culture—has a profound effect on how and
what we hear. To that end, we investigated five different
groove-based musical cultures, and the cross-cultural
design of the project made it possible to disentangle
‘‘nature from nurture’’ in the ways in which sonic and
temporal parameters interact at the micro level of musi-
cal rhythm. By comparing different musical genres, we
could identify aspects of such interactions that are
(most likely) shared by all perceivers (e.g., the effects
of the acoustic factors of attack and duration on per-
ceived location and beat-bin width) and at the same
time gain important insight into the ways in which such
basic perceptual processes are modulated by learning
and training, as in the differing perceptions of the fiddle
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sound by jazz, folk, and EDM/Hip-Hop musicians
(Danielsen et al., 2021).7

We also approached the research topic from different
methodological angles as the musicological and ethno-
musicological experts on the different genres were
brought in dialogue not only with each other but also
with the researchers who had a quantitative or techno-
logical/computational background.8 This dialogue
helped in designing the experimental parts of the pro-
ject. The dialogue flowed both ways, as we actively tested
the ecological validity of our experimental findings
through the interviews and music analyses conducted
in the qualitative parts of the project. The exchange
between quantitative (experimental) and qualitative
investigation thus adopted the form of a hermeneutic
circle (Heidegger, 1927/1962), wherein insights from one
part shed light on the whole and thereby in turn
informed the team’s understanding of every other indi-
vidual part. Through such processes of iterative recon-
textualization, we integrated the divergent fields, musical
cultures and disciplinary perspectives and formed
a shared research horizon. Ultimately, a better and deeper
sense of both the parts and the whole emerged.

This hermeneutic circle allowed a cross-validation
of results across methodological traditions and musi-
cal genres, but it also led to the interpretation of quan-
titative data in unforeseen ways. An example here is
the way in which information from the interviews led
to additional data analysis. In interviews concerning
how they achieved the different timing feels we
requested (pushed, on-the-beat, and laidback), the
musicians who took part in the performance experi-
ments (Câmara et al., 2020a, 2020b) described a need
to adjust their body posture in accordance with the
timing feel. The team thus formulated a hypothesis about
pushed and laidback timing feels being reflected in
‘‘pushed’’ and ‘‘laidback’’ body postures, and then tested
it by looking into the angle of the musicians’ upper bodies
using the MoCap data from the performance experiments
(see Table 2 and discussion above). These data were col-
lected primarily to investigate the sound-producing ges-
tures behind the different timing feels, but our interview
results inspired us to investigate the accompanying ancil-
lary gestures as well. Likewise, an innovative approach to
attack detection (Lartillot et al., 2021)—that is, a purely
signal-processing-related inquiry—came out of a multi-
disciplinary project not initially centered on signal

processing. The method enables a precise estimation of
the attack phase of a sound from an audio recording
based on the audio waveform, which is critical to studies
of P-center and onset timing. It also shows that percep-
tion studies can be an important test of whether signal-
processing procedures produce adequate perceptual
results.

In sum, our studies present converging evidence of
the systematic effects of interaction between temporal
and sonic parameters at the micro level of rhythm:
musicians are aware of such interactions, can talk about
them, and make use of them to create higher-level
rhythmic effects/feels; they can be discerned in the
acoustic signal and are perceptually salient; they are also
understood relative to the bodily gestures involved in
producing them. Results from the different investiga-
tions thus support the main hypothesis of the project,
i.e., that perceived timing is contingent on the micro-
structure of a sound. We found a strong coupling
between attack rise time and duration, and perceived
timing: short, percussive sounds with fast attack rise
time and short duration have a very narrow beat bin
(low variability when synchronizing a click or a tap with
the sound) that is located close to the sound’s onset,
whereas sounds with longer rise time and longer overall
duration have a wider beat bin that occurs later relative
to the sound’s acoustic onset. This pattern accords with
the previous findings of research into the perceived
timing of sounds in both music and speech (Gordon,
1987; Villing, 2010; Vos & Rasch, 1981; Wright, 2008).
But we also found a more complex interaction between
microstructure and perceived timing, especially for slow
attack sounds with more complex shapes, and also
when listeners bring their specific expertise/encultura-
tion to their engagement with those sounds. Thus, in
addition to the interaction between ‘‘what’’ a sound is
and ‘‘when’’ it is perceived to occur, we would also add
‘‘who’’ is listening to the sound, and ‘‘why’’ are they
listening to it—that is, what purpose or goal is involved
in their interaction with the sound, whether as a per-
former or listener. That is, the differences we observed
in p-center location and beat bin behavior amongst
different groups of expert listeners may be driven by
the different rhythmic affordances that different
groups hear in the ‘‘same’’ sound: for different degrees
of tight vs. loose synchronization, succession, and
sense of flow.

The interdisciplinary composition of the TIME
research team is rare in research into rhythm and timing.
The assumption was that such a team would maximize
the knowledge potential both within and across
approaches by fostering a continuous and critical

7 The results presented in Danielsen et al. (2021) have been followed up
in a second study conducted with classical and jazz singers (see London,
Paulsrud, & Danielsen, submitted).

8 The team amounted to 16 collaborators overall.
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dialogue among these otherwise fragmented research tra-
ditions. This, in turn, would increase the potential for
novel and valid insights in the project as a whole. With
some exceptions (Jakubowski et al., 2022; Polak et al.,
2018; see also review in Danielsen et al., 2021), systematic
cross-cultural research designs also remain rare (Jacoby
et al., 2020). However, the combination of a highly
focused research agenda and an interdisciplinary
cross-cultural approach is clearly something we will
continue to pursue in the future. In our view, it was
crucial to producing novel and valid results that hope-
fully hold true beyond the disciplines and traditions
that produced them. These results suggest, first, that
future research should take into consideration a wider
range of acoustic features involved in the production of
groove-based microrhythm, and second, that the ‘‘cor-
rect’’ microrhythmic feel varies within and among
styles and music cultures. Even though we might feel

like ‘‘one nation under a groove’’ (Funkadelic, 1978),
there is always a diversity of people who listen, and
a diversity of people who perform.
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